Amtico Case Study
Haus der Mode: For men

Featured Collections:

Haus der Mode: For men
Location: Schweinfurt, Germany
Sector: Retail
Collection: Signature
Products & Laying Patterns:
AR0AUA24 - Umbra Dusk in Broken Bond
AR0W7730 - Vintage Chestnut in Stripwood

In the retail sector, a designoriented, hard-wearing floor is
essential for balancing aesthetic
impact and practical demands.
Floor coverings from
Amtico meet these high
requirements perfectly
because not only are they
beautiful, but they are
also flexible, durable
and sustainable.
This makes them first
choice for a vast array of
projects, and it was precisely
these properties that made
Haus der Mode: For men in
Schweinfurt choose a floor
covering from the Amtico
Signature collection.
This menswear store sells
the latest fashions for men,
and the store design had
the brief ’unmistakable
and stylish’.

Vintage Chestnut

Approximately 120sqm
were covered in Vintage
Chestnut from the premium
Signature collection in
2013 which achieved
great feedback
The rustic surface of these
boards brings warmth into
traditional and timeless
rooms, making them even
more inviting for customers.

Umbra Dusk

Umbra Dusk

Haus der Mode: For men
In 2016, to create a special highlight
to Haus der mode, the interior
designers decided to have the
innovative product Umbra Dusk
fitted over approximately 200sqm.

The unique non-repeating
pattern delivers beautiful
shadows, sophisticated
curves and organic layers to
bring intense drama to the
stores desired look.

Together with the colour
coordinated furniture,
the floor creates a distinct
ambiance and guarantees a
unique shopping experience
for the customer.

Drifting tones of warm
oyster and deep grey are
gently interrupted by
furrows of soft granite,
building captivating flow
and calm movement.

Umbra Dusk

Haus der Mode: For men
Featured Products:

Amtico Signature is our flagship
collection. The 163 products across
the Wood, Stone and Abstract
palettes have a total thickness of
2.5mm and a robust wear layer
of 1.0mm.

Vintage Chestnut
AR0W7730

This sophisticated collection combines
original palettes, distinctive patterns
and stunning details. The design-led,
high-performance LVT products have a
total thickness of 2.5mm and a 1mm wear
layer. Signature products also carry a
20-year warranty.
This makes the flooring particularly
hard-wearing and therefore perfect for
high-traffic areas.
Our Premium collection makes it possible
to fulfil the most demanding projects,
both functionally and aesthetically.
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Vintage Chestnut in Stripwood

Umbra Dusk
AR0AUA24
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Umbra Dusk in broken bond
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